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About NICNP
It was launched in March, 1955.
About NICNP
It was first created in 1993.
It received the blessing of the Chinese Ministry of Culture.
About NICNP

Products

- 1833-
- About 18,000 kinds of newspapers & periodicals
- Over 30 million entries in the database
- About 3.5 million new entries being updated every year

www.cnbkşy.com
Function

Basic Search

Advanced Search

Discipline Search

Journal Navigation

www.cnbksky.com
Document Delivery

24-Hour Response

Convenient web service
The Late Qing Dynasty Full-text Database (1833–1910)
The Late Qing Dynasty Database (1833-1910)

- About 300 kinds of journals
- Almost all the periodicals published during 1833-1910
The Late Qing Dynasty
Full-text Database
(1833–1910)

Full-text Database

Eastern Western Monthly Magazine -
the first local Chinese-language magazine
published in 1833.
The Late Qing Dynasty
Full-text Database
(1833–1910)

Full-text Database

The Children’s News-
the first pictorial magazine
The Late Qing Dynasty
Full-text Database
(1833–1910)

Full-text Database

Ying Huan Suo Ji-
the first literature periodical
The Late Qing Dynasty Full-text Database (1833–1910)

Full-text Database

20 Shi Ji Da Wu Tai -
the first theater journal

www.cnbksy.com
Full-text Database

Eastward Magazine-
one of the well-known periodicals
in Min-guo Period
Full-text Database

Nü Xue Bao-
the first women’s journal
The Four Late Qing Dynasty novel journals
of Xiu Xiang Xiao Shuo, Yue Yue Xiao Shuo, Xiao Shuo Lin and Xin Xiao Shuo
The Minguo Period
Full-text Database
(1911–1949)
Journals have become a vehicle for bringing in advanced ideas and theories. They whipped irrational social system and social phenomenon, or vividly recorded great historic events, or truly described the complicated situation during Minguo Period.
Journals have become a vehicle for bringing in advanced ideas and theories.
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Journals have become a vehicle for bringing in advanced ideas and theories. They whipped irrational social system and social phenomenon, or vividly recorded great historic events, or truly described the complicated situation during Minguo Period.
Journals have become a vehicle for bringing in advanced ideas and theories. They whipped irrational social system and social phenomenon, or vividly recorded great historic events, or truly described the complicated situation during Minguo Period.
The Minguo Period Full-text Database (1911-1949) contains more than 20,000 kinds of journals with over 15,000,000 articles. No one database else has more Minguo Period resources than we have.
The Minguo Period Full-text Database (1911–1949) contains more than 20,000 kinds of journals with over 15,000,000 articles. No one database else has more Minguo Period resources than we have.
The Minguo Period
Full-text Database
(1911–1949)

Feature
well-known periodicals
The Minguo Period
Full-text Database
(1911–1949)

Feature

schools of literature
The Minguo Period
Full-text Database
(1911–1949)

Feature

Lunyu School
Feature

Mandarin Duck and Butterfly School
Feature

the New Moon School
Feature

The Left-wing Writers’ League
Construction and Development of the Secondary Documents Common Platform
Strategic Position:

- Metadata processing and material digitization
- Joint development of Chinese characteristic document resources
- Common share of Chinese secondary documents

Construction and Development of the Secondary Documents Common Platform

www.cnbkssy.com
Construction and Development of the Secondary Documents Common Platform

**Meaning** Contend and pattern
to meet the demand of digitizing various kinds of resources
Meaning: Contend and pattern
to adapt to different cooperation mode
Meaning _Contend and pattern
to follow the principle
of unified planning to avoid
duplicated construction

the Secondary Documents
Common Platform
Meaning _Resource share and its service

Providing end users with multiple data formats to meet their diversified needs
Meaning

Resource share and its service

Providing partners with flexible data share modes and service modes to realize all-win cooperation.
Providing a uniform user interface with customized services to better user experience.
Construction and Development of the Secondary Documents Common Platform

Meaning: Data standardization and platform opening

Flexibly adjusting the degree of resource reveal
Construction and Development of the Secondary Documents Common Platform

Meaning Data standardization and platform opening

Realizing data standardization
Supporting data exchange and providing related services
I would like to thank the conference organizer, the local host and all the distinguished audience! We’re looking forward to our closer cooperation in the near future.
Thank You!
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